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THE BAPE If BALWON-RORNE CO2 LASER HETERODYNE EXPERIMENT 
I 
1. INTRODIICTION 
In September 1971, a C 0 2  laser transmitter was flown on-board a series of 
hlgh altitude research balloons launched from Holloman A i r  Force Base near 
AlarJogordo, New Mexico as part d the BAPE I1 project. The primary purpose 
of BAPE I1 was to gather atmospheric propagation data using ground-based 
lasers and or-board detectors (reported elsewhere). The experiment also yro- 
vided a rare opportunity to determine whether or not an air-to-ground C02 laser 
heterodyne link could be established csing existing components which at that 
time had only been tested under coctrolled conditions This report is intended 
to familiarize LPE and AT6 project memaers, potential contractors. end other 
interested parties with the systems and techniques utilized in this first attempt 
to establish an air-to-ground C 0 2  laser heterodyne l h k  and with the successes 
and problems encountered when the heterodyne receiver and laser transmitter 
package were removed from the controlled environment of the laboratory. 
The report discusses four n a J o r  topics: 
1. A discussion of the existing syatems and of the underlying principlss 
involved in their operation; 
2. An account of experimental techniques and optical alignment methods 
whlch were fowd to be useful in the field; 
3. Theoretical calculat!ons of ai& strengths expected w..der a variety of 
test conditions and in actual flight; and 
4. A discwsion of the experimental results including problemo encountered 
and their possible solutions. 
\ 
2.1 Telsscc-pe a i d  Starkicker  Systems ---- - 
A 76cm diameter Ca3segrainian telescope with an effwtive focal length of 
1.15m mounted on a standard tracking mount (not vibrationally isolated) served 
a8 the recsiving antenna for the present experiment. A 4-watt Argon laser wa8 
mounted on a table inside a trailer adjacent to  tbe tracking mount. The Argon 
beam, lOCZ modulated by a mechanical chopper at 5KHz entered a coelostat 
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and exited parallel tc the acope axts from a tube whoee center was displaced 
approxtmately 4Scm from the center of the receiving aperture. The Argon 
beam provided a ground-based beacon for the flight package startracker and Its 
reflection off of cube comers on the package provided an Argon "star" for the 
ground-based startracker. The SKIiz modulation assisted the flight package 
startracker in distintvishlng the beacon from the radiation background. 
A cylinder on the flight packhge containing the CO2 transmitter and the ai:-- 
borne startracker was capable of moving independently of the main bulk of t!m 
package. Power was supplied through slip rings from batteries mounted In the 
main structure. The aeln:uth and elevation pointing angles of the flight paskage 
were controlled by telemetry irom the ground until the Argon beacon enter:;d the 
8 degree m@sit ion field-of-view of the on-board startracker. A t  this point, the 
startracker would take command of the servo Pyatems and point the p.zkage at 
tho ground-based beacon. 
The htartracker on the flight package ccarliste of a detecting photodiode 
layer with a central cmtact dt a negative potential with respect to four ouier 
contacts equally spaced along thc c'rter circumference of the detecting layer. 
The Argon light focLjed by the startracker optics onto the photodiode matertal 
produces conduction electl.ons which came currents to flow throl;gh the outer 
contacts. Differences in the  current generate pointing e r ror  signals which are 
used to drive the azimuth and elevation servo systems until al l  four currents 
are equalized. 
When the on-board startracker is locked onto the beacon, the flight package 
cube corners are Lcing the ground st.rtion. A porthn of the reflected beam Ls 
intercepted by the 76 cm diameter scope and focused on the ground-based 
startracker. 
The ground-baaed etartracker built hy lTT consists of an optical lens, pho- 
tosensor, and electronfcs. The lens system gathers and brings to focus radiant 
energy at the photocathode of an image dissector. Tlie image dissector has a 
photocathode surface which forms an electron image of the focused lmkge. It 
Is ccnstructed such that, when an accelerating voltage is applied between the 
photocathode and an tr.;emal mechanical limiting aperture, only electrons from 
a particuhr area of the cathode will paas through the limiting aperture (eee 
Figure 2-1). Thia particular area is called the instantaneoue photocathode area 
and when projected through the tracker lcne, represents a region Ln apace de- 
fined 98 tho i n s t a n t a m "  fteld-of-vlew approximatoly equal to 6 arcaeconds. 
Follmvisg the aperture is n secondary emission dynode structure providing rig- 
nal amphficatton. A deflectlon coll i a  po6ttioned around the image dllrsestor to 
provide &flection o f  the electron Lmagg. By applying the pmper deflection 
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Figure 2-1. Image Dissector 
current, the electron Image can be swept wroes the limiting aperture. Mode 
control loglc locks the tracker operatlon rnto tho search mode at turn on. An 
acquieitlon field le gonorated by a 32 x 32 etop rester scan wlth a step rate of 
6.4KHz and frame rate of 6.25Hz. The acquleltion field-cf-view l e  approxl- 
mktely equal to 100 arcsecond. Acquisition stope when an image of the proper 
lnteneity and spectral content enter8 the inetantaneous fleld-of-view and the 
tracklng mode of operatio- is laltlated. 
In :he tracklng mode, a 400IIz cross scan eweep causlrg pulse pal t ion and 
pdre duration moduiatlon of tho electron beam is employed a8 In Figure 2-2. 
The cross scan pattern Is gemrated hy deflecting the square lnetantaneous fiald- 
of-vlew from posltion "1" to form the pattern shown. The IC-Y deflection voltage, 
requlrtd to generate the pattern are 8l.o sbown in Figure 2-2. A point source 
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Figure 2-2. Target Signal Characteristics (Track Moda) 
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target i t  varima central positions (a, b, L c) and the resultin; video signal8 are 
shown fir the diagram. When the target is in positim *'a'*, tbe'integrd of the 
output signal between "1" and "3" is equal to that between "3" and "5". The X 
axis ermr signal, which is the difference between these two areas, after proc- 
essing. is zero. Clearly the Y axis e r ro r  is generated in a similar manner from 
the remaining portion of the cross pattern "5" to "1". One example of an ex- 
tended target is shown to  illustrate that the operation and accuracy of the tracker 
is not limited to point source targets. Demodulator circuits develop the analog 
error which idused to cont rd  the DC deflection coil currents such that the cross  
scan Is centered on the target image. These e r ro r  signals are used in an Inter- 
nal dosed-loop control syetem to follow the target image across the photocathode 
by electronically off-setting the electro-optical axis of the tracker. The current 
flowing through the deflection coil consists of a DC component which is propor- 
tional to the angle between the optical axis of the Pensor and the target Iine of 
elght. and an AC comporent due to the track sweep waveform. The coil current 
is monitored through a low-pass filter to recover only the DC component which 
is then m e d  u) drive rile tracker mount. A block diagram of the electro-optical 
tracker b ahown in Figure 2-3. Tracking e r ro r  was experimentally determined 
to be bmetln 0. G and 3.0 arcseconds rms depending on time of day and turbu- 
lence. The system has a maximum double lockup range of about 32 Kiloaeters 
by design. Furthermoye, effective system lockup is limited to elevation angles 
greater than PO degrees due to ti;.? fact  that the tripod "feet", which support the 
flight package on the ground, can block the Argon beam as they swing relative 
to the cylindrical cannister containing the startracker. The cannister is, of 
course,  locked in a specific orientation with respct to  ifie ground station when 
the system 1s in autotrack. A photograph of the total ground station is given in 
FiW= 2-4. 
2.2 Ground Station Receiver -
2.2.1 General Description 
The ground station recelver for the heterodyne link was deeigned to utilize 
an intermediate frequency of 20 MHz. The entire receiver 
76cm by 76cm -Jumtnum piate which w ~ d ,  in turn, bolted to tho tnmnlon of the 
main rrcope. The C 0 2  radiation from the tranemitter wa8 collected by the 76cm 
diameter telescope described previously and was reflected from a dichro:c beam 
spli t ter  placed directly in front of the startracker lens. The reflucted radiation 
passed by means of R light pipe through an aryrture ln the bottom of the receiver 
mounting plate where it was ngain reflected by M i r r o r  M1 (am Figure 2-5) re- 
sult- in a beam parallel to the receiver plate. The transmitter beam waa 
f%xm8d on the mixer through beam splttter B2 by the I r t m  lam L having 8 
f o c d  length of lacma. An lrtran lens waa tu3ed due to its Pbility to pa88 vrrible 
and inf~ared radiation whkh made optical alignment much simpler. 
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The rwnkined trsnrmittczt maf local oscillator signal at the ffiimr output is 
filfereti and mnplified nnd fed to the raw of a discriminator which generatee a 
V o & u y  rJ\rtprt yroprzttirAIal to the d i B e r w e  bptnwn ?he intermediate frequency 
(If) and the narninal ZBWHg center freqwecy Or Ute dlscriminator (provided the 
intermetiisle frquency i5 within the 4iscrimlnator bandwidth). The htcrmedlate 
frequency i9, of course, the differmce ktw" the trrarmitter mA local oscil- 
hattor frequenc;ea (see Appendtlt A). 
Tho s i p !  in then passed t h m a h  P unity gain c l x u i t  which can either pass 
the RiRrrpl  *nchaneed or inoprt it. The fatter i d  incf\Kkd in cme the v01tage gen- 
erated by the dircriminatar is of the wnmg pdari ty  for LO tracking of the trans- 
m:tfze b e t .  The s?,gm.l then enters a variab9e pain input of the hII8iIIg Dc 
mpl l f t r r  which amplifim the incoming simd a d  superimposes It onto the DC 
h im suptried to the local cmciIhtc<.- PZT thuq c o t r g l e t i ~  t h e  feedback loop. 
The freqcmy o? ? h ~  tacd o~;cillstur is now offaet from the :rmmsmt?tar frequency 
by 20btHr. determined. of cuuree. by the center frequency of tll6 ciiscrlmina'cor 
(the frequency Input to the diecrimlna?ot which gives zero output voltage). 
9.2.2 Mixer Charoctetlstics 
Tho mixer employed In this experiment waa a lfquid nitrrySen cooled mercurj-- 
cadmium-tellwlde (NgCcfTe) ? A t  photodiode birsed at 200 millivolts and having 
nn area of 0.lG mm2. Tine I-V characteristics with and w!thwt laser fllumina- 
tfoa are shown In Figure 2-6. Other mixer test data Is glvm In Table 2-1 where 
it may be noted that the noise equivslmt power for the device is experimentally 
found to be 2.2 x 1O-'*W/Ms, teprexnting an almoet qumtum-limited de+.ection 
capabuity. 
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Noise Equivalent Power Measurement --- 
Froquency 200 MHz 
Povrer Input 2.77 x 10" watt8 
Mised signal 53.7 db 
. .. 
Noise, N 
S/N 
S/N Ratio 
Noise Bandwidth 
NEP 
5.7db 
48.0db 
6.3 x 10' 
2 x 10' Hz 
2.2 x 1 0 - l ~  W/HZ 
2.2.3 Characteristics of the Receiver Electronics 
. - . _- . . . . . 
The frequency bandpass and voltage output characteristics of the ground 
station receiver frequency-locking electronics are given in Figures 2-7 (a-k) 
and Table 2-2. The ground station was designed 80 that one of two alternate 
eloctron!c SySteInS could be chosen at will. The firat system, designed and 
built by AIL, is described by Figure 2-7 and is the more sophisticated of the 
two. The Lansing DC Amplifier was not part of the AIL pawage but was in- 
cluded to fulfill a need for a variable M: biaL fiource and a means of amplifying 
the AFC output and applying it to the local oscillator PZT. The second system 
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Table 2-2 
Charactaristica of RHG IF Amplifier and Discriminator 
RHG IF Amplifier Model EVT2004 
-__- 
Center Frequency: 20 MHz 
3 db Bandwidth: 4 M H Z  
Nolse Figure: 2.8db 
Maximum Power Gain: 81& 
Maximum Voltage Gain: 101 db 
Power Output: +19.6 dbm 
Maximum Voltage Output: 8.5V/93Sz 
Galn Contrnl Range: 50db at -3.9VDC 
Current Drain: +l2VDC at 100ma 
RHC Discriminator Model DT2004 
~ 
- 
Center Frequency: 
Peak to Peak Bandwidtt.: 
__ - - _i 
_ ~ _  
VIdeo Output Sensitivity: 
DC Output Sensitivity: 
Rlaetlme: 
Linearlty : 
--- 
-- -- 
Power Drain: 
-~~~ 
20 MHZ 
6 MHz 
Set at ~ V / M H Z  
205 MV/MHZ 
--- 
0 . 2 5 ~ ~ ~  
> 5% over a2 MHz 
+l2VDC at 40- 
-12VDC at 40ma 
- 
... 
. ..-.-_.Q 
%.. . . . -L , . . .  .. 
t 
. .  ., . .1 f . 
utilized the AIL preamplifier and the Lansing DC Amplifier but replaced all of 
the 1i.tcrmediate components by an RHG 2OBIIlz amplifler and discriminator 
whoae characteristics are described in Table 2-2. 
2.3 Flight Package 
2.3.1 COi Laser Transmltter 
- 
- .  
The COl laders used 86 the airhime transmitter and the ground station 
local orclllator in the present experiment are of a Goddard Space Flight Center 
design. The laser la shown 88 part of the flignt package in Figure 2-8 (a). The 
tube la designed to survive tho Titan 111 C launch environment and be passively 
cooled ( i .e . ,  no circulating coolants). The approach that way !&ken to satisfy 
both tlrese rnjuiroments w m  to pot the tube into analuminumheatsirkusing Soli- 
thana 113 (Thiokol Ctiernrcal Coi.pornt:on) as the potting material. This is a 
versatile polyurethane potting compound whose formulation can bc; varied to prc- 
vldo a wlde r , q e  of Shora "A" hnrttness values. It is widely used in fie potting 
of sp~cecraft components k a u b c  of its low outgassing characteristic. 
During potting. the tube IS centered In the heat sink with tenon ringo. The 
heat sink Is &aimed €0 prmrde a unifonn 1.6" thlckness of potting material 
between the p l u m e  region of the main bnre ol  tha tube and the sink. Thia thick- 
ness vorlea in lese critical areae. ?'he Shnre "A" hnrdnees value of the ma- 
terlal usocl In w i n g  thesa t u b  WLI) hetween 76 and (IO. 
The tube in macle of Pyrex and c m a l o u  of 8 main bore of 5.5mni d.meter  
whlch has R 30.6cm overall lensrth. tt has a central cathode mhde of nickel and 
two tungsten pin nnorloa that provide a discharge lewth of 20.3cm. Located on 
elther s l d ~  of the main bore apd in te rcwected  to it through a glass tee are l x o  
gas reaervolrs. These provide a total gpo volume of 75cc. The t d x  Is equipped 
with CaAe Drcwster wrndows. 
The optlcd cnvlty of the IaCrt connlnts of an tnvar yoke that mounts around 
the heat alnk. ckrc end of the yoke le t n w t e d  firmly to rho baseplate while the 
other end 18 mount& with c l i p  to permit the Independent thermal expansion cf 
the lnvar yoke and aluminum bamplate. 
A dielectric coated germanium mtrtor with 05% renectnnct on the Inner 
s-arface and M AR coettnq on the outer rutface in wed on the output end of the 
laser cavity. Tho renr  mir ror  ie 7 a m  in dlamoler and Is rsnurted on the center 
of a docble-dlsc bender Piesoelwtrlc transducer. It hra B 0.75 meter radius 
of curvature and Is lU6 gold C O E ~ ~ .  The PZT p m l d m  a tuning rbge of 
slightly more than 10 micrometot.. Output power of tho laser  I8 approximately 
e.75 watt. In the TRSlooq mode. 
.. .. .... ~ _. . .. - . . L  . . . . . ,., . ... . . ~.._ I ,  
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The laser  and control electronics were mounted on EUI aluminum baseplate 
and fnserted into a hermetically sealed cannister as shown in FLgures 2--8(a) 
through 2-8(d). The cannister in turn was positioned inside a cylindrical tube 
on the balloon flight package which also contained the airborne startracker. The 
direction of the transmitter beam WLLB controlled by azimuthdi snd eievdton 
servo systems which xere in turn driver! by startracker erior outputs when the 
system was in Rutstrack. 
2.3.2 m e r  Control Electronics 
The function of the laser control electronics is to produce a scan of the 
laser's operating frequency until the desired frequency is obtained; in this case, 
this corresponds to obtaining operation on &e P(20) line of the laser, :it a cen- 
ter frequency of 28,306,251MHz. After operation on the proper line is secured, 
which tunes the laser  to within nominally i50hIHz of the final desired operating 
frequency. the laser control electronics mugt senerate appropriate signals to 
cause the laser to seek and remain at the peak of tho operating line, which also 
corresponds to the center frequency of the line. 
Figure 2-9 shows B block cliagriim of the laser control electronics. Opera- 
t i e  i s  initiated by telemetry command from the ground. With no power from 
the power dctectov, the output from the threshold circuit is a NOT THRESHOLD 
which Chrows the FET Switch (shown schematically as a block with two inputs) 
to connect the searcfi owillator into the integrator. The search oscillator has 
8 0.5 Hz square-ware output which becomes a trimgdar wave when passed 
through the integrator. The triangular wave le ampiified in the tuner driver 
and q p l i e 2  to the ylc*m?lectric bender bimoq:k. When the cavity is tuned to 
the prooer wavelength (tlie cavity length is adjusted by the bender bimorph), the 
powcr detector delivers a voltage whidh triggers the threshold circuit. This 
action throws the FET svitch into position for dither stabilization. 
The dfther oscillator is operating at r5Hz and is fed to the ink& of the 
tuner driver; this produces a frequency modulation of the laser at thc dither 
frequency. Because of the shape of the laser's galn curve, shown in Figure 
2-10, the frequency wodulation le accompanied by amplituric modulation at, the 
bolometer at twice the cllther frequency when tho laser is  centered on the line. 
If the laser Le operating to either side of the line centdr, the h e r  is amplitude 
modulated at the dither frequency but with differing phase. Th(e Is also depicted 
in Figure 2-10. By detecting the amplitude modulntlm in synchronism with the 
dither frequency, a discrtmlnaitor-like curve is generated that has a zero at line 
center. Thus, an trror signal is  generaxd that has a zero at l ine center, and 
B e  tuner is driven until the laser is operating at line center. 
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Figure 2-10. D i t h  Stabilization 
A level sensing and inhibit circuit is included to prevent lock-on at either 
extreme of the range of the tuner driver and thereby prevent lock-on on par- 
tial profiles. The range of the ramp voltage ischosen so that the cavity length 
can be changed by an amount greater than one-half the wavelength of the P(20) 
line. This guarantees that the P(20' line will be found at  some interior point 
well within the range of the tuner dAver. A typical bolometer response, due 
to the imposition of the 0.5  Hz ramp voltage on the tuner driver, is shown in 
Figure 2-11. 
Vmin 
PZT VOLTAGE 
Fipvre 2-1 1 
Became thermal variations behaen  the active end compensatar flakes in 
the bolometer Image circuit occur over extended periods of operation, a spuri- 
o w  voltage is gradually built up at the output of the bolometer. This voltage 
eventually renches a magnitude capable of triggering the FET switch giving a 
THRESHOLD reading even when the laser 1s not operating 6n the P(20) line. For 
this reason, it is necessary to cancel this valtage periodically. This is done in 
the following mauner. A counter, made up of a series of flip-flop circuit8, 
counts the equare wave pulses generated by the 0.5Hz oscillator. When (aftar 
a preset period of time) all of the flip-flop cirmits are In the "on*' mode, a 
voltage is generated at the output of the cauter which causes a c3opper to  block 
the input to the bolometer. A t  that time ;ha vdtege which has been generated 
a8 a result of thermal drift8 ia fed to a h!gh Q capacitor which appliee thevoltage 
at one input to  a differential amplifier thereby cancelling the thermal effect. 
The chopper blade then returns to -!s o r i g i d  position and the system again be- 
gins the search and dither operatio.. ..lescribed above. In the present experi- 
ment, the period between thermal r e s t t s  was 256 seconds. At each reset, P(20) 
line operation was interrupted for 2 seconds. 
3. PRE-FLIGHT ALIGNMENT PROCEDURES 
3.1 Initial Alignment of Ground Station Receiver Optics 
Because of the small detector size (-0. 16mm2), the narrow field-of-view 
( 5  8 arcseconds) and the low signal levels (- 10" watts\ expected over the 
1.2lrm horizontal range, it was advisable t3  carry out some sort of op~ical align- 
ment procedure before mounting the ground station on the 76cm diameter scope. 
Mirror M1 (see Figure 2-5) was temporarily replaced by a mirror  capable of 
accepting an incident beam parallel to the ground station baseplate. A helium- 
neon and a CO2 laser were placed on a table next to  the ground station as in 
Figure 3-1. T5e beam from the two milliwatt He-Ne laser w a ~  reflected from 
a dichroic beam splitter to a 30cm diameter flat approximate15 34 meters away 
from the ground station receiver. To si,mp!ify the alignmeat procedure, the 
beam divergence was veduced by a passing the beam through a collimating tele- 
scope which allowed easy visual observation of the He-Ne spot at dl points in 
the alignment network. The azimuthal and €!@vation tilt angles of the flat were 
adjusted so that the center of the beam fell GI: +.he aperture of the removable 
mirror at a height above the baseplate equal tc- the height of the local oscillator 
beam. The tilt angle of the r ezmab le  mirror  was then adjusted to pass the 
helium-neon beam through the center of the lend L. 
The He-Ne and CO, transmitter beams were then mads collinear by burning 
heat sensitive paper at two points along the He-Ne beam path. The separation 
distance between the two points was limited to about two feet due to the attenua- 
tion of the beam splitter and a fairly rapid CO, beam divergence. The use of 
small  (-4 mm diameter) apertures at the two p i n t a  aided in the alignment which 
was carried out by adjusting the C02 laser orientation. 
'. 
The GO2 signal was chopped at 450cps and the detector mount WZB adjusted 
for optimum signal. The signal was then maximized with respect to  lens trans- 
l a t i o ~  Rnd focal point. The crosshairs on the eyepiece were centered on the 
helium-neon spot and the eyepiece travel adjusted for best focua and minimum 
parallax. The lxal oscillator beam was then centered on the detector by adjust- 
ing Mirror M2, after which the removable mirror was again replaced by Mirror 
MI. The ground station wa8 them ready to be mounted on the 76cm diametem 
SCOpe.  
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3.2 Boresight Procedure for the Telescope, Lanere. and Coelostat Optics 
.- _._- - - __I-- 
I 
A view of the total optical network used in the system boresighting proce- 
dure Is given in Fibwre 3-2. The beam from a 4-watt Argon laser passes be- 
tween the chopper blades, through a central aperture in Mirror A. and reflects 
off of the dichroic beam splitter. The purpose of the chopper (which is not used 
In the boreslght procedure) is to provide a 5Kfiz modulation of the outgoing 
Argon beam to enable the flight package startracker to distinguish the laser bea- 
i 
1 
. I  
4 
i 
1 con from the radiation background. Similarly, the C@ laser output is often 
chopped to assist in the final alignment of the ground station receiver described f 
J 
Is not used. ; 
- 4  
1 In thc next sectlon. During rtn actual heterodyne experiment, the C 0 2  chopper 
Af ter  :wsing through the chopper, the C 0 2  beam enters a collimator whtre 
the beam divergcncs is reduced by a factor of 5 to allow greater signal return 
from the cube comer. Mirror C ;s oriented so that the Argon and C02 spots 
are superimposed nt the dichroic beam splitter. Both beams (Argon and C021 
travel on to Mirror I3 where they are reflected to Mirror D. Mirror D is Indi- 
cated by dashed llnes k n u e e  it is only present IirIng a portion of the boresight 
procedure. U Mirror D is in the position shcw., the Argon and C02 beams arc 
deflected to spherical Mirror E which focuses both beams onto heat sensitive 
paper taped on the screen. The tilt .angle of the dichroic beam splitter is ad- 
justed until thc focused Argon spot and the C02 burn spot are superimposed 
(they are superimposed at infinity implying that the beams are parallel). Since 
tlroy have llready becn superimposed at the dichroic beam splitter, the two 
beams are therefore collinear. The telescope "T" is RdjUted so that the two 
Lcused spots f a l l  on the instrument's crosshaim and M i r r o r  D is removed. 
Mirror B is then adjusted so that the laser beams pass through the center of the 
IlFht pipe leading from the trailer to the coelostat optics. The b3ams then travel 
out oi the laser tube to the boieslght target. If a heterodyne mperiment off the 
cub0 corner is to be performed using the C02 laser in the trailer as the trans- 
mltter, the last coclostat mirror Is  tilted so that the c u b  corner on the target 
board 0.6 Kilometers away is centered on the crosshairs of the telescope inside 
the trailer since the telescope cros8hairs indicate the dircction of travel of the 
laser beams. On the other hand, if a boreslght at Infinity Is desired. the last 
coeloetat mirror Is oriented so that the telescope crosshairs f a l l  on the second 
target crosshair. The latter is displaced from the cube corner by an amount 
equal to the distnnce between the center of the receivhg aperture of the main 
ecop? arrd the center of the laser tube bore. Similarly: the trackerscope, which 
Is used by the trucking mount openitor to bring the target within the acquisition 
fleld-of-vlew of the startracker, 1s focused on the first  target crosshair which 
is displaced from #he cube corner by an amount equal to the distance between 
the centers of the receiving apertures for the tracker a ~ d  main scopes. W i n g  
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8n actual balloon flight, similar alignment procedures could be carrieti out 
using the balloon as a target roughly approximating an object at infinity. 
3.3 Alignment of Ground Station to Startracker Optics - ~ . - 
Afte r  following the procedures described in Section 3.2. final adjustments 
of the g r o d d  station optics were made. The mount was piliced in the autotrack 
mode using a3 a source the "star" produced by the reflection of the chopped 
Argon beam off of a 5cm diameter cube corner at a range of 0.6 Kilometers. 
Tlrc Mirror h I l  on tho ground station was adjusted until the Argon "star" ap- 
peared at thc center of the crosshairs in eyepiwe E (see Figure 2-5). A t  this 
point, t he  choppd CO, signal of€ the cube comer  could usually be detected 4i- 
rectly by the ground station detector. The ou.tput of the detector was amplified 
by 20db nnd displayed on mi oscilloscope. -he signal was then maxiniized with 
respect to  Mirror 311 and lens L. The eyepiece was then adjusted, if neceasary, 
to corrcct for any movcmcnt of the Argon image due to the optimization proce- 
dures. A typical peak-to-peak signal level at the input to the oscilloscope was 
100 millivolts. 
In a few rare instances, tho C 0 2  sipal was not observed when the Argon 
**starrt waa centered on the crosshairs due to unavoidable thermal and mechani- 
cal "drifts" In the optics. Lf this was the case, the teletcope mount was taken 
out of autotrack and placed in tl manual mode. Scanning in the area around the 
cubc comer target usually prodaced a signal at the  CO, detector. The COz de- 
tector was thcn "walked" into alignment witi. the &artracker by slowly displacing 
the Scope from the point of n.:utimum signal to the autotrack point while simul- 
taneouSly adjusting hlirror M I  for ,naximum signal. This procedure finally re- 
adted in a C02 signal when the syRtem w a s  in autotrack and the Optimization 
method described above could then be emphyed. 
Once the signal WNI optlmlzed, the 5cm diameter cube corner was replaced 
tracking by the start:-acker since the Argon image more closely ap- 
by a 0.95cm diameter cube corner at the same range. This resulted in more 
proximated a "point" source and allowed even finer alignment of the ground sta- 
tim b tho Startracker optics. Ifowever. directly detected CO2 signal levels at 
the input to the oscilloscoFe were quite small (typically 3 millivolts peak-to-peak 
when optimized and ampl!fied by 20db) due to the reduced intensity of the return 
beam resulting from thc smaller cube corner diameter. 
3.4 Allmmont of COT Transmitter with Return Arwon Beam 
Realignmen: of the flight package optics w m  carried out prior to each flight 
bY a mettiod I!iustratt3 in Figure 3-3. The flight pwkage startracker locked onto 
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the lls(iLr*l provided by a 10 milliwatt Argon laser located approximately 34 me- 
ters awsy. A liquid nitrogen cooled CO, detector wns displaced from the Argon 
bcam 3teerer by a distance equal to the displacement between the e.itr.ulce port 
for the startracker optics and the exit port for the COz transmitter, almut 
30cm. The initial CO,  beam direction was determined hy burning heat sensi- 
tive paper md the mirror  controlling the direction of the C 0 2  beam w.18 ad- 
justed h r  an i3itial rough difpment. Fine adjustncnt was achieved by alter- 
nately breaking lock, rotating the package until the signal (chopped) at the CO, 
detector was optimized, adjusting the mounting screws on the laser packageand 
roturning to lock. This process was repeated until the signal was optimized 
with the startrackcv locked onto the Argon star. This alignment procedure in- 
surod that the returning COz bemi would be parallel to the cutgoing Argon beam 
to within 0.5 milliradians and hence, the 76cm diameter scope would be well 
within the 5 n::lliradIan CO, "cone". 
3.5 €fete mdyning with the FlQht Package over the 3.6 Kilometer Test Range 
I ~ - - -  - 
A s  ment1r.ned previously in Section 2.2.1, the ground station mixer had an j effective fic?ld-of-vles of 8 arcseconaq and was aligned such that it focus&': on 
the same spatial poir:. as the startracker. Thus, when the tracking mount was 
in the aut.otrack mode, the Argon "star" appeared on the crosshairs of the rs- 
ceiver eyepiive. In Section 3.4, however, it was noted that the return Argon 
bean was displaced from the CC: transmitter port by about 30cm but that the 
two beams were parallel. A t  a range of 0 .6  kilometers, this displacement 
amounts to a beparation of 0.5 millirac!ims or  103 arcsecorids. Thus, with the 
system in autotrack, no signal could be observed from the infrared mixer at 
this short range since thc laser was out of the field-of-vim of the mixer. The 
sltuation was remedied by holding a. flwhlight at the exit po?t fcr the COz trans- 
mittor. Tho sipnnal from the r'lnshlfght w w  easily observed through tno eyepiece 
on the ground station receiver. Mirror h ¶ l  on the ground station receiver was 
lhan adjusted uti! the focused white spot was :entered on the cro38haire. At  
this p i n t ,  the CO, signal appenrod at the mixer output and hete.-odjQing could 
begin. After the heterodyning experimentation was terminated, the ground ata- 
tion could then bo returned to i ts  original alignment with tho stcirtiacker tiy re- 
adjusting Mirror hI1 u t i 1  lhe Argon %tar" w m  again cetitered 3n the crosshairs. 
4. TIWORETICAL CALCIJLATICNS OF SIGNAL S'l'RE?JGT€IS 
4.1 Signd Strength from ft 5cm Diameter Cube Corner at a Range of 0.0 -.- .- 
Kilometers 
The equation for the received signal strength is: 
' . 4  . ... 
whero: 
PT = Tranbmitter Power = 6.5 watts 
T,, . = Round Trip Transmisslo3 of Atmosphere (1.2 Kilometer Path 
Acc = Area of Cube Corner = 7.85 x loa3 mi 
JAmgth) = 0.6 
Tcc = Transmlssion of Cub Corner = 0.90 
8 ,  = Transmltter Divergence = 1 x lo-' Radians 
R = Range = 0.6 x lo3 Meters 
Tm = Transmission of h l m t  and Ground Station OptIcs (Nine mirrors,  one 
lone, two beam splittors) = 0.15 
FI = Fraction of Power Returned by C& Czr!wr htercepM by Receiving 
Aperturo 
Since the cube corner returns the lncldent light directly back on Itself, the 
center of the return beam lies at the center of the laser tube m d  not at the center 
of the receiving apwture which is displaced 48.2cm away from the lnser tube 
conter. The fraction of power intercepted by the receivirrg aperture Is  calcu- 
lated with ;he aid of F i y e  4-1 and the following equation for the radiu rc of 
the return beam. 
.?2 A R ro = eccR =(l ) 
where: 
8co = Cube Corner Divergence 
X 
D 
=Wavelength of the Radiation = 10.0 x lo4 meters - Diamoter of the Cube Corner = 6 x 10" m&ra 
- and 
R 'Range - 0.6 x lo3 metem 
(4-2) 
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Figure 4-1. Return From a Five cm Diameter Cube Corner 
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Thus we obtain a value ro = 15.5cm. Only a small fraction of the returning 
radiation is intercepted by t i e  receiving aperture. This fraction is calculated 
to be approximately 0.1. From equation 4-1, we calculate a value of 3 x lo4 
watts for the received signal power assuming perfect pointing. 
4.2 ____ Signal Strength from a 0.95cm Diameter Cube Corner at  a Range of 0.6 
Kilometers 
We substitute Acc = 2.84 x lo4  m in equation 4-1 and D = 0.95 x m in 
equation 4-2. This gives ro = 81.5cm for the radius of the returning beam and 
a value of 0.25 for F,. The resulting signal strength at the mixer is 2.7 x lo5 
vatts. 
4.3 Signal Strength from a 30 cm Diameter Flat at a Range of 0.7 Kilometers 
The equation for received Eiignal strength is: 
where: 
P, = Transmitter Power = 1 Watt 
AM = Mirror Apenkire = 0.283 m2 
8 ,  = Transmitter Divergence = 2.5 x lo-' Radians 
R = Rcnge = 0.7 Kilometers 
A, = Receiver Aperture = 0.455m2 
T A  = Round-trip Atmospheric Transmission at 10.6 Micrometers = 0.6 
TTO = Transmiseion of Total Optics (Ten mirrors ,  one lens, two beam 
splitters) = 0.14 
Substitution of the above parameters gives 8x1 expected elgnal strength of 
I. 1 x 10-3 watts. 
a -  
. - . 
4.4 Simal S t r en th  from a Balloon-Borne CO? Transmitter at Ranges Between 
0.6 and 30 Kilometers 
Thequat ion  for received signal strength is now: 
where: 
PT = Transmitter Power = 0.5 Watts 
A, = Receiver Aperture = 0.455m2 
= Trammitter Divergence = 2.5 x m a n s  
R =Range 
T, = Atmospheric Transmission ar 10.6 Micrometers = 0.6 
TTO = Transmission of Total Optics (Four mirrors,  2 beam splitters, and 
I 
j 
a lens) = 0.26 
A t  a range of 15 Kilometers, the expected signal strength is 8 .0  x 10" watts. 
A t  30 Kilometers, the expected value is 2.0 x 10" watts. At the test range 
value of 0.6 Kilometers , the signal strength would be 5.0 x watts. 
5. RESULTS 
The CO, flight package flew ob four separate occasions. On the first two 
flights, valve leaks caused the balloons to land prematurely so that very little 
time was available for experim-sntation. On the last two fl:ghts, the balloons 
were launched outside the 32 kilometer Argon lock-up range with t l e  expectation 
that the prevailing high-altitude winds would carry the flight package over the 
ground station. Unfortunately, in both instances, the b-3oon drifted even farther 
down range and hovered at typical ranges of 57 kilozneters and at elevation angIes 
below 20 degrees. For reasons given in Section 2.1 either of these factors 
would make a double Argm lock-up virtually impcssible to achieve. Without the 
latter, attempts at heterodyning with the flight pazkage could not even be initi- 
ated. Nevertheless, valuable information on the performance of the C02 trans- 
mitter in flight was obtained from the telemetry readout of the flight package 
bolometer output. Also, the heterodyne experiments ,over the horizontal range, 
e 
I 
.. . . 
in addition to  providing an opportunity to develop valuable field alignment tech- 
niques aud to obtain data related to signal etrengths over long-range paths, 
pointed out certain areas where system improvement is needed. These are die- 
cussed in the following sections. 
4 It should be mentioned that, the flight package waa able to lock onto the 
ground-based Argon %tar1* for a brief period in spite of the extreme range and 
low elevation angle, but the ground-based tracker could not lock onto the much 
weaker return beam. While this &lowed atmospheric propogation measure- 
ment8 to be made on the Argon beam using on-board detectors with manual 
tracking of the flight package (the latter data is reported elsewhere), the manual 
tracking e r ro r  was too great to allow meaningful attempts to establish a lock-up 
between the COz transmitter and the local oscillat?r due to the narrow field- 
of-view (*4 arcseconds) of the ground-based COz mixer. (In the automatic 
tracking mode, the worst case root-mean-square peak-to-peak tracking devia- 
tion was measured to be about 3 arcseconds. Under optimum couditions, the 
same quantity wa8 measured to be about 0.6 arcseconie.) In addition, the star- 
tracker interfered with the operation of the C02 transmitter aa discussed in 
Section 5 2. 
5.1 Heterodyne Beats Over the Horizontal Range __ ~ -~ ._ 
A number of heterodyne experiments were carried out over a horizontal 
range of approximately 0.6 kilometers. Reflections from flats and cube cor- 
ners provided the transmitter beam for some of these experiments which uti- 
lized the optical eystem shown previously in Figure 3-2. In addition, hetero- 
dyne beats were obtained from tne flight package over the horizontal range with 
both startrackers locked onto their respeclive t'st81gr1. The expected optimum 
signal strengths were calculated in Sections 4.1 through 4.4. 
In contrast to  the highly btable heterodyne 'hat ~ ~ d y  obta.ined in the 
laboratory, the beats observed in the field experiments were oscillatory in na- 
ture as is evident from the accompanying figures. 
Figure 5-1 is the heterodyne beat obtained from a 30cm 5at at a range of 
3.7 kilometers. In this particular experiment, the AIL package was employed 
and the tracker mount power was turned off. In subeequent experiments, when 
the tracker mount power was turned on, the AIL packago ma8 unable to even hold 
the kat .  on the RF spectrum analyzer 8creen for a reasonable length of time. 
In the remaining set of photographs, the back-up system was utilized with 
the tracker mount power. on. Figure 5-2 shows the beat from a 0.95cm diame- 
ter cube corner at a range of 8.6 kilometere, W h i l e  Figure 5-3 shows the beat 
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Figure 5-1. Heterodyne Beat From 30cm Flot 
.from the flight package over the same horizontal range. As ie evident from the 
oscilloscope t races ,  the beats are again highly oscillatory. It has since been 
determined that the oscillation is due primarily to AC noise pickup in the high 
gain loops. 
The sources for this noise and the manner in which its deleterious effect 
on the stability of the laser beak frequeilcy might be eliminated is discussed in 
the final section of this report. In spite of the unstable beat frequencies, the 
observed signal strengths and the stabll!ty of the optical dignment were en- 
couraging. It should be mentioned that local oscillator power on the detector 
could be increased by almost a factor of ten without exceeding the detector limits. 
This would result in signal strengths almost ~ ~ 1 d b  larger than those reported 
here. 
5.2 - Performance __  - of the Flight Package 
The performance of the laser transmitter was monitored by a telemetry 
readaut of the bolometer onto a s t r ip  chart recorder. As described previously 
In Section 2.3.2, a non-zero reading is obtained only if the laser is operating 
on the P(20) 3nolecular line. The level of the reading is ab indication of the 
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Figure 5-2. Heterodyne Beat From 0.95cm Diameter Cube Corner 
amount of power degradation over an extended period of time. Figure 5-4 dis- 
plays portioni of actual in-flight readings of the bolometer response. Figure 
6-4a shows a typical warm-up period. At tho extreme right of the figure, there 
IS a ;harp rise in the bolometer output as the laser control electronics secures 
operation on the P(20) molecular line of COS seconds after the laser power is 
turned on by telemetry command. The ambient temperature was recorded to 
be -60. at an altitude of 63,000 fLet. As the system attempt8 to reach thermal 
equilibrium with its environment, the voltage reading rises dud to the fact that 
the incident laser energy on the active flake is causing the teraperzture to rise 
more quickly than in the compensator flake. h r  the s a m ~  time, the laser Cavity 
length is changing due to  temperature v a r i a t i o ~ ,  causing the P(20) peak to move 
with respect to the PZT voltage axis ir, Z g i m  2-11. As the peak on wdch dither 
stabilization has been a c q u i r 4  rpproaches the extreme range of the PZT tuner 
driver, the level R%;iGi and inhibit circuit (Section 2.3.2) breaks lock, causing 
a sharp d-sp xn voltage. This occurs several times before operation is secured 
lower voltage level of approximately one minute duration seen prior to the first 
ltresetl*. As the cavity length continues to drift, this lock ie broken and the sye- 
t8m altemately reacquires and breaks lock. 
C- -.a a P(2?) line at a dqiferent point of the PZT voltage range as evidenced by the 
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Figure 5-3. Heterodyne Beat From Flight Package 
At the end of the first 256 second period, the chopptr described in Section 
2.3.2 blocks the beam to cnable the laser control circuitry to cancel the spurious 
voltage resulting from the aforementioned thermal drifts. At  this potnt, the 
0.5 Hz ramp voltage is reapplied to the FZT, and d!thcr stabilization is re- 
established on the P(20) line. The second reset shows the nulling of another 
small positive error after which thermal equilibrium is attainea. A half-hour 
period of normal operation is shown in Figure 5 4 b  where all power on the 
payload was lxrned off except for the laser package and telemetry. 
The in-flight performance of the C 0 2  transmitter package was normal ex- 
cept for what seems to be an interface problem with the s w r a c k e r  circuitry. 
During a typical balloon flight, the laser control electronics were unaffected by 
the simultaneous operation of the other on-board-circuitry such as telemetry, 
the servo systems for the azimuth and elevation axes, osl-board detectors, or 
8taAtracker power circuitry as demonstrated in Figure 6-4b and the period in 
Figure 5-4c prior to "Payload Lock-up. However, when the o n - b o d  star- 
tracker actually locked onto the ground-based Argon 'Marl1 the amration of the 
C02 transmitter on the P(20) molecular line was interfered with. This effect 
appeared as n series of rapid "resets" on the strip chart recorder output of fBis 
bolometer reeponse a8 shown in Figure 5-4c. An attempt to dqplicate the latter 
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effect on the ground by the application of mechanical shock and/or movement of 
the flight package over rough terrain on the back of a truck, with both startrack- 
ers locked, failed. No interference with P(20) line operation was observed, al- 
though high frequency noise of a few millivolts amplitude wab observed on the 
DC input lines to the transmitter package when the system was in autotrack. 
Placing the transmitter on its own batteries and the elimination of possible 
ground loops in the €light package had no effect on the interference in flight. 
6. DISCUSSION 
6.1 Sources of Noise 
An analysis of noise in the ground station AFC loop revealed that the Lansiq 
Dc amplifier passed harmonics of 60 cycles d i r ec tb  into the local oscillato;: 
PZT from the external h e  power source. The magnitude of these harmonics 
were of the order of 5 rdl:ivolts at the PZT. A s  the gain of the loop was in- 
creased to improve ths lock, large oscillations at 120 and 240Hz (on the order 
of two volts) were observed at the output of the discriminator before m effective 
lock could be establislred. These oscillations occlirred silnultaneously with the 
onset of oscillations in the heterodyne beat frequency observed on an RF spec- 
trum analyzer. The frequeiicy response of the Lansing, which, unfortunately, 
w88 the only DC amplifier available at the tame of flight, was barely smicient 
to track the noise I t  WBB introducing into the system as is evident from Fiyre 
2-7@). 
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A source of noiee in *the 6KHz range was the chopper in the DC-DC conver- 
ter which was used to  power the local oscillator. Because of power limitations 
on the t acking mount, it was ne-ossary to supply W= voltage to the DC-DC con- 
verter and the AFC circuit from the same soitme. This allowed the 6.1 kilo- 
hertzfrequencyto enter the high-gain AFC loop over the DC supply lines. Ca- 
pacitive coupling to  g r m d  at the output of the DC-DC cmverter improved the 
situation ody slightly. Noise at these frequencies can be important since re- 
cent experimentation reveals that the Double-Disc Bender Piezoelectric trans- 
ducers used t o  tune the local oscillator in the present experiment exhibit reso- 
nances in precisely this frequency range. The exact resonant frequency wil l  
depend not only on the characteristics of the PZT but al80 on the manner in 
whlch it is mounted and the amount of loading caused by the mirror. 
The peak-to-peak ehift inbeat frequency as a result of a sinusoidal voltage a?- 
plied to a Double-Disc Bender Piezoelectric transducer on the local osclllator 
ie plotted as a function of the applied frtquency in Figure 6-1. An extremely 
large resonant peak in the 3.7KHz range is evident from the plot. The Double- 
Diec Beader PZT requires fewer volts per megahertz of laser frequency ehift 
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Figure 6-1. Double Disc Bender in.Honeywell (Flaw System) 
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than the standard ceramic disk whose typical frequency response is given in 
Flgure 6-2. The difference in voltage requiremenis is  evident from the two 
graphs. It should be noted tkit the ceramic disc is characterized by inuck. 
smaller resonances in the region beyond 14 Kliz. 
Radiative pickup was a serious problem since the tracking mount behaved 
likc an antenna lor frequencies in the 15 to 50 MHz range. Considerable noise 
in the neighborhood of the 20 hiHz center frequency appeared at the output of the 
preamplifier stage in the AFC loop when transmission of the IF beat frequency 
signal through the tracking mount sl ip rinbg was attempted. This noise was 
capable of generating false e r r o r  voltages in the discriminator which further 
reduced the lockul; caZability of the system. Taking the signa3 directly from 
the preamplifier output without going through the mount sl ip rings seemed to 
ellminate this radiative pickup. 
The t racker  mount servo system which n F r a t e s  at 400 Hz also had an effect 
on the local oscillator frequency. An amplitude modulation at 400 Hz in the ow;- 
put of the Local oscillator when the servo system was turned on indicated an ob- 
vious electrical interaction between the laser and the tracking mount which 
seemed to be more important than mechanical vibration. It is believed that 
small sinusoidal voltages at 400 liz apreared at the input to the local oscillator 
PZT as a result  of ground loops. This would result in a modulation of the reso- 
nant frequency of the cavity and a resulting amplitude modulation of laser output 
power due to the shape of the C 0 2  Doppler linewidth. 
6.2 Suggested Guidelines fr.r Future Systems 
Since even low level noise appears to have a significant effcct on the per- 
formance of the high-gain ground station electroni-s, precautions must be taken 
to eliminate mechanical and electrical disturbances. To this end, it i s  suggested 
that future systems have no mechanical or electrical contact with the tracking 
mount which is the major source of vibration and electrical noise. An alterna- 
tive approach would be the use of a coelostat or similar device to transfer the 
beam to an optical table inside an adjacent trailer or to a ground station network 
below the mount. The local oscillator could then he powered by conventional 
supplies and the qeed for small DC-DC converters, which introduce kilohertz 
range noise into the feedback loop, would then !x? eliminated along with several 
grounding problems. 
The weak link in the ground station electronics fs the Lansing DC amplifier. 
Efforts mBsf 'be made to build an amplifier with a much flatter frequency re- 
sponse curve and a bandpass to at least several hundred cycles. Furthermore, 
it is suggested that the amplifier be powered by a DC voltage to eliminate low 
frequency AC ripple at the input to the piezoelectric transducer. 
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Piezoelectric transducers which do not hzvc potentiaily troublesome res- 
onances or mounting technlques to eliminate the resonarices should be sought. 
AlLhough a frequeacy response similar to that showd in Figure 6-2 is more than 
adequate, the voitrye required to drive this type GI trnnsducer makes it unattrac- 
tive for spacecraft use. 
A grcting and bolometer network similrr to that used on the flight package 
should he installed in the ground station to monitor the frequency of the local 
oscillat@r. Furthermore the field-of-view of the ground-based CGz detector 
siiould he enlarged. These changes would greatly facilitate the search for a 
heterodyne beat during an actual flight sitaation. 
. 
Further research into the causes of the startracker lnterfcrence with the 
CO2 flight pac!:age operation is  necessary to determine if mere filtering of the 
DC power lkes  leading to the package is sufficient to climinatc the interface 
problem. 
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APPEM)M A 
OPTICAL HETERODYNING 
In a heterodyningexperiment, the electric field incident on the mixer is 
given by: 
A A A 
E(t) ET COS 2r UT t + E l 0  COS (2r VU) t + 4) 
where the transmitter and locril oscillator frequencies ut and uL0 a r e  equal to 
the P(20) molecular line frequency (-28 THz) to within the latterb Doppler band- 
width (*50 M I h ) .  We have also allowed for a phase difference @. The power 
into the mixer is proportioml to the electric field squared or 
P(t) = COS, (2% ur t) + Ea2 CCG' ( 2 ~  uU) t + 4) 
+ zey E, cos (2% 6 t) cos (2rum t ++) 
By a few well-known trigonometric identities this can be rewritten as 
2 + -  2 cos [ 2r (2%) t 3 + E$ - cos 2rr (2um)t + 201 ET' + ELO* ET' P(t) = . 
+ E+ l3m cos [ 2r (1°F + UL0)  t + 4 + El- 3uJ COB [ 2% (UT - U L 0 )  t - 4 1  
Ignorirg the DC component, we can see that all of the a'hvg items are oscil- 
Patory at frequencies on the order of 56 THz (twice the P(B0) frequency) w-cept 
for the last term corresponding to our Intermediate Frequkce (IF). The latter 
is the only frequency which lies within the response banriddth of the mixer and 
is limit& to apprcximately 50 MHz by the Doppler bandwidth of the molecular 
line. Tho phase Q of the wave is unimportant since its valbe only depends on 
the time origin chosen. Note, however, that the amplitude of the IF frequency 
depends on the scalar p r d u c t  of E, and E,. Thus, no si@al is detected if  the 
polarization of the two beame are orthogonal at the &or and we get maximum 
slgnal if  they are parallel, This must be taken into cawideration in the design 
of a heterodyne system. 
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